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                    Abstract
The use of the oath in Jewish law reflects the religious nature of this system of law: in case a litigant cannot receive justice from the human judges s/he is entitled to call on God by swearing an oath. I begin this survey of the use of oaths in Jewish law with a discussion of the nature of “swearing an oath” based on biblical stories and biblical rules that regulate the use of oaths outside court. I then focus on the use of the oath in court; I survey the domain of circumstances in which an oath is accepted by Jewish law as evidence according to the Bible, the Mishna, Gemara, and codifications. Finally, I exemplify how the oath is used in practice in the 20th century by one case from Rabbi Saul Ibn Dannan’s responsa book “Hagam Shaul”.
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                    Notes
	See for example Pss 7:11; 9:4; 97:2 and Jer 11:20. All quotations from the Bible are presented as translated in the New Revised Standard Version of the Bible [20] (hereafter, NRSV).


	According to Kent Bach, a speech act is an utterance that has several performative functions, distinguished by different aspects of the speaker’s intention: there is the act of saying something, what one does in saying it (such as requesting or promising), and how one is trying to affect one’s audience [1].


	[20] translates here the Hebrew “I have lift my hand to the Lord” (הרימתי ידי אל יהוה) as “I have sworn to the Lord”; I discuss the circumstances of this oath—the oath Abraham swore to the king of Sodom—in what follows.


	Jacob’s grandfather was Abraham, Laban’ grandfather was Nahor and Nahor was Abraham’s brother.


	There is a controversy between academic researchers and traditional interpreters about the word translated here as “fear” (see, for example [16]) however, both sides maintain that Jacob swore by the God of his father (The symbol “@h” (in the transliteration from the Hebrew) stands for the pharyngeal fricative/ħ/).


	This oath was phrased by Laban and his text presumes, naturally, pagan Gods; compare: [17], pp. 210–213].


	“Your uterus drop, your womb discharge” stands here for the Hebrew “[image: ]” that would usually be translated as “your thigh collapse and abdomen swell”; it is not too obvious which of these two possible translations suits the present context better.


	“@Hazal” is a general term that refers to all the teachers whose teachings are registered in the Mishna (the “Tana’im”) and in the Tosefta and Gemara (the “amora’im”), namely, all the sages living from the 3rd century BC until the 6th century CE.


	See, for example [5, pp. 193–195].


	mShev 7:2; bShev 46a; Mishneh Torah, Sefer Nezakim (Gzela ve-’aveda 4:1–2); [9, p. 42b (sec. 90:1)].


	mShev 7:3; Mishneh Torah, Sefer Nezakim (@Hovel u-mazik 5:4); [9, p. 44a (sec. 90:16)].


	See also mShev 7:8, [9, p. 45a (sec. 93:1)].


	bBK 62a; Mishneh Torah, Sefer Nezikin (@Hovel u-mazik 7:17–18); [9, p. 147a (sec. 388:1)].


	See for example, [3, p. 300 (Matot 30:1)].


	
                                 Mitzvah number 7 in Maimonides’s list of positive commandments (מצוות עשה) is: “To swear in His name, as [Deuteronomy 6:13, 10:20] states: ‘And you shall swear in His name’.” [18, p. 104].


	The term “@herem” may stand either for a conditional curse or for a ban of ostracism; it is obvious from the context that the @herem involved here means “a curse”.


	See comment 30 in his interpretation to sec. 82:9 of [10, p. 226a].


	A takana (plural takanot) is a major legislative enactment within Jewish law; it is an enactment which revises an ordinance that no longer satisfies the requirements of the times or circumstances.


	A set of small leather boxes containing scrolls of parchment inscribed with verses from the Torah, which are worn by observant Jews during weekday morning prayers.


	This verdict is presented in his responsa book [11, pp. 13a–13b (answer mark 8)].


	See [8, p. 22b (sec. 50:3)].


	
                              Mishneh Torah, Sefer Kinyan (Zchiya u-matanah 6:24); this rule is so interpreted in David Ben Zimra [4, p. 53b (answer mark 329)].


	The first rule of monetary litigation – המוציא מחברו עליו הראיה (“ha-motsi mi-@havero ‘alav ha-re’aya”)—says that the one who comes to extract money shoulders the burden of proof. The defendant, who holds the disputed property, is given the overwhelming “benefit of the doubt,” while the plaintiff must provide powerful evidence—two valid witnesses or a contract (shetar)—to mandate a favorable verdict.


	This would be a case of gilgul shevu‘ah (גלגול שבועה; rolling an oath)—if two issues are involved in a certain lawsuit and one of the litigants has to swear about one of the issues but not on the other, then it can be demanded that the other issue is also mentioned in the oath he has to swear.


	See [8, p. 22b (sec. 50:3)] and comment 6 in the Bet Shmu’el interpretation of this sec. in [19, p. 119b].
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